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Germ Plasm Manipulations 
of the Future' 
GEORGE F. SPRAGUE 
16 
Agriculturpl Research Service, USDA 
Beltsville, Maryland 
The topic, Germ Plasm Manipulations of the Future, could cover the 
entire field of genetics. This would be a very difficult assignment and, 
were I willing to attempt it, one that might not best serve the specific 
purpose of this symposium. I shall take a much more restrictive view 
and consider only certain phases of genetics which, in my opinion, will 
become of increaSing importance in crop improvement. 
In the period since 1900 genetics has achieved close and recipro-
cally productive relations with several fields of science. A partial list-
ing of these would include genetics and cytology to yield cytogenetics; 
genetics and statistics to yield quantitative and population genetics; and 
genetics and biochemistry to yield biochemical genetics. These fields 
have already contributed greatly to agricultural improvements .and their 
usefulness will undoubtedly increase. 
In the pastthe geneticists interested in crop improvement have been 
concerned largely with final product evaluation with yield receiving pri-
mary attention. Tremendous advances have been made in the last 20 
years in experimental design, and they permit an increased degree of 
preCision in the estimation of mean yields. Developments in quantitative 
genetics have contributed to a better understanding of the genetic basis 
of variability, and of how such variability can be effectively manipulated 
in a breeding program. Given a high and a low yielding stock, a study 
of the F 1 and subsequent progeny permits of certain conclusions as to 
the genetic difference between the parents. Such an analysis, however, 
tells us little as to why one parent is low and the other inherently high 
yielding. Information on the underlying causes of such differences must 
com~ from detailed studies combining biochemistry or physiology and 
genetics. This field has been relatively neglected in crop plants, and it 
merits greatly increased attention and support. If such an expansion 
occurs it could well be called biochemical genetics. I would prefer, 
lContribution from the Crops Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, 
U.~. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland. 
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however, to label it physiological genetics. Obviously the expansion of 
this field will draw heavily upon biochemistry. It would differ from bio-
chemistry, however, in that biosynthetic pathways and the isolation and 
characterization of enzymes would not be an end in themselves, but 
would be extended to explore the effects of individual enzymes or of 
enzyme systems on all aspects of growth, development and reproductive 
capacity. 
I. THE TRANSFER OF GENETIC INFORMATION 
I shall present a very brief and selective review of the tremendous 
advances made within the broad field of genetics in recent years; select-
ing only those areas which: (i) illustrate the current state of the art 
or, (ii) have direct implications to the area I am calling physiological 
genetics. 
The Watson-Crick model for the structure of deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) has been verified. The genetic code has been solved, at least in 
its major details. DNA is composed of 4 nucleotides; 2 purines, adenine 
and guanine, and 2 pyrimidines; thymine and cytosine. The two strands 
of DNA are complementary and are held together by hydrogen bonding 
between the purine-pyrimidine pairs; A-T, and G-C. In replication, 
each DNA strand forms a complementary strand under the control of the 
enzyme DNA polymerase. Nucleotide sequence is read in triplets (co-
dons). The genetic code resides in the 64 possible arrangements of the 
4 nucleotides. 
One of the complementary DNA strands serves as a template for 
the production of an ribonucleic acid (RNA) strand. The DNA specifies 
the sequence of the nucleotides and controls the production of RNA 
polymerase. RNA is quite similar to DNA, differing in the sugar back-
bone of the molecule and in the substitution of uracil for thymine. 
Three types of RNA are formed. Messenger RNA is a complemen-
tary copy of a segment or the entire DNA template, with the exceptions 
mentioned above, and therefore carries the genetic information. Solu-
ble or transfer RNA (sRNA) performs the function of supplying amino 
acids to the developing polypeptide chain in the sequence specified by 
the nucleotide triplets of the genetic message. sRNA is a small mole-
cule with two active sites; one to attach to the activated amino acid and 
the other to recognize the codon. Each amino acid has at least one spe"" 
cific sRNA, but some amino acids have more than one. The third RNA 
type is ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Ribosomes are composed of two sub-
units, each composed of RNA and protein. The function of rRNA is to 
bring together the RNA bearing the genetic message and the activated 
amino acid molecules in the sequence called for by the template codons 
to produce proteins. 
Mutation has been related to one of three events: substitution, 
deletion, or addition of base pairs within the DNA chain. Genetic changes 
may also be effected by means of transformation or transduction. 
(Transformation involves the incorporation of purified DNA, transduc-
tion involves the incorporation of DNA by means of virus infection.) 
The important developments detailed above have used microorga-
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nisms as test material. Two questions logically arise: Are the findings 
equally applicable to higher organisms, and what is their utility to plant 
breeding? 
The first question is the easier to answer. Evidence from several 
types of experiments indicate that the essentials of the genetic code are 
universal. Protein formation, through the intermediary of the three 
types of RNA, also appears to be universal. 
Genetic control through the use of either transduction of transfor-
mation was first demonstrated and has been extensively used in genetic 
studies involving bacteria. The success achieved has led some to be-
lieve that the control of undesirable heritable effects in mankind is just 
around the corner. If this be true, the same techniques should be avail-
able for the improvement of crops on which mankind depends for food, 
feed, and fiber. For this reason it may be desirable to give further 
consideration to both transduction and transformation. 
Transduction involves the transfer of DNA material (genetic infor-
mation) to the bacterial genome through the intermediary of phage. The 
first step in this process involves the incorporation of bacterial DNA 
into the phage DNA. Under proper conditions this combination of bac-
terial and phage DNA are incorporated into the genome of a newly in-
fected bacterium. The frequency of such a successful event is very low 
but because of the large numbers of bacterial cells which can be hand-
led, transduction has proven to be a very useful technique for genetic 
mapping in both bacteria and phage. 
At the moment there is no clear evidence that the same series of 
events occurs in higher organisms. Most plants are susceptible to one 
or more viruses. There is, however, only limited evidence to suggest 
that these viruses can induce genetic changes (Sprague and McKinney, 
1966). Where such genetic changes are indicated there is no direct evi-
dence that transduction is the mechanism involved. 
Transformation involves the incorporation of DNA, usually after 
special purification, into the genome of the recipient cell. Such incor-
poration occurs in low frequency and has been a much less useful tool 
to bacterial geneticists than transduction. 
One would need to be a confirmed optimist to assume that either of 
these techniques could be useful to the plant breeder in the near future. 
Several problems would need to be resolved. First, a high degree of 
control would be essential. Such control would require a greater detail 
of genetic information involving both host and virus than is currently 
available or apt to become available in the near future. Without such 
control, and assuming that the mechanics can be solved, the induced 
changes would be as random as mutations. Such changes could parallel 
mutations or duplications, depending upon the length of the DNA mole-
cule involved. Changes of this type can be induced more readily by 
radiation or chemical mutagens. Secondly, the bacterial chromosome 
is apparently a naked DNA molecule while the chromosomes of higher 
organisms have a complex structure. The DNA core is enclosed in a 
highly organized protein coat. For either transduction or transforma-
tion to be both effective and specific this coat must be removed at the 
appropriate site and time. Problems relating to the effective use of 
transduction and transformation will eventually be solved, but it appears 
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unlikely that these methods of transferring genetic material can become 
useful breeding tools within the next few years. 
Biochemical genetics, as developed in bacteria and phage, offers 
little immediate utility to the plant breeder. This situation arises 
largely from the general lack of biochemical information leading to a 
lack of precision in the interpretation of genetic data in the higher or-
ganisms. The accumulation of su.ch background information will be a 
time-consuming operation but one which must eventually be accom-
plished. 
A classical study by Jacob and Monod (1961) may serve to illustrate 
the power of a combination of biochemistry and genetics in the analysis 
of an operon. Four genes, occupying adjacent sites on the chromosome, 
were involved in the study. Each is involved in the utilization of lactose 
by E. coli. Two of these genes produce enzymes: z produces f3 galac-
tosidase and y produces a permease which controls the permeability of 
the cell to lactose. The remaining two genes were designated 0 and i. 
The 0 gene is described as an operator and is adjacent to the z gene. 
As an operator it controls the action of the structural genes, z and y. 
In the presence of 0+ , normal amounts of the z and y enzymes are pro-
duced. In the 00 form, production of both enzymes is inhibited. The 
common situation in bacteria is for metabollcafly-sequeiifial genes to 
occupy adjacent sites on the chromosome. The 0 gene, therefore, may 
be visualized as the point of origin for a segment of mRNA which speci-
fies the enzymes needed for lactose utilization. The i gene is visualized 
as blocking RNA transcription of the operator and sequentially related 
structural genes. 
In the absence of a galactoside the organism produces very limited 
quantities of the enzymes controlled by z and y. In the presence of 
galactoside, however, enzyme production increases several thousand-
fold. The i gene regulates this behavior; the wild type allele i+ is in-
ducible while the recessive allele, i-, is constitutive. 
The purpose in presenting this very brief resume of a brilliant 
research study is to emphasize the detail made possible through the 
combined genetic and biochemical approach. Had this study been re-
stricted to techniques commonly used in genetic studies with higher 
plants, most of the details would have remained obscure. Possibly one 
could have done no more than postulate the presence of a compound 
locus or a locus with multiple alleles which conditioned the organism's 
ability to utilize lactose as a carbon source. Thus although we have a 
great mass of information on the inheritance of traits in higher plants, 
such information is not directly and immediately useful in an under-
standing of the underlying biochemical principles and processes. 
II. ENZYMES AND HETEROSIS 
Heterosis is commonly observed in seedling vigor. Ashby (1930, 
1932) has interpreted this early vigor as a reflection of differences in 
'initial capital' of embryo tissue in the hybrid seed. This assumption 
is not supported by data presented by Sprague (1937) or Grossman and 
Sprague (1948). Therefore the increased dry weight of Fl hybrid seed-
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lings must be related to either greater amounts or greater efficiency 
of enzyme systems. 
Studies on enzymes and heterosis have been under way at the Illi-
nois Station for some years. Much of this work has recently been sum-
marized by Hageman et al. (1967). The general objectives in the studies 
reported by these workers was to relate certain enzyme systems to 
heterosis in corn (Zea mays L.). Two groups of enzymes were studied: 
one group was concerned with the energy transfer system in germinat-
ing seeds and young seedlings, and the second with nitrogen metabo-
lism. The first group included the enzymes triosephosphate dehydroge-
nase (TPD), aldolase (ALD), and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(G-6-PD). The second enzyme was nitrate reductase (NR) which is in-
volved in nitrogen metabolism. 
TPD and G-6-PD are the sites of the first energy conversion; ALD 
and TPD are involved in the glycolytic pathway relating the stored en-
dosperm starch to the Krebs cycle. Two single-cross hybrids and their 
inbred parents were utilized in the studies. Hybrid vigor for seedling 
growth was observed in each cross. In WF9 x M14, hybrid vigor was 
also observed for TPD and possibly ALD. The hybrids were interme-
diate for G-6-PD activity. Activity in the Hy2 x Oh7 hybrid was inter-
mediate for all three enzymes. On first consideration these results 
appear somewhat disappointing. One might have hoped for a greater 
and more uniform manifestation of heterosis at the enzyme activity 
level. It must be remembered, however, that the genetic materials used 
were chosen on the bas is of seed availability, rather than because of 
any prior demonstration of genetic divergence of enzyme activity be-
tween the parental lines. Possibly the most that can be concluded is 
that, for these three enzyme systems, heterozygosity, per se, is not an 
important factor conditioning the expression of hybrid vigor in the seed-
ling stage. 
Considerable information has become available on the response of 
inbred lines and hybrids to population density. For a variety of reasons 
tolerance or intolerance of high plant populations was assumed to be 
related to nitrate reductase (NR) activity. An extensive screening of 
inbred lines indicated large differences in seasonal means which were 
reasonably repeatable over seasons. Lines were grouped into three 
categories: high, medium, and low. High x high, high x low and low 
x low single-crosses were produced. NR assays were then conducted 
on these hybrids and their inbred parents. Five of seven low x low 
crosses gave values exceeding either the mid- or high-parental values. 
In the high x low category all of the values were intermediate except 
for one (Hy2 x Oh7) which exceeded the midparental value. In the high 
x high group none of the NR activity values exceeded the midparental 
value. In one case, R181 x M14, the value for the hybrid was lower than 
for either parent. Additional tests reported by Beevers et al. (1964) 
indicated no qualitative differences among the NR enzymes from several 
diverse maize sources. 
In a later study Warner et al. (1969) a more detailed genetic analy-
sis has been made of one of the low x low crosses exhibiting heterosis 
for NR activity. The genetic analysis indicates two complementary loci. 
One locus is assumed to represent a structural and the second a regu-
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lator site. Each inbred is dominant at one locus and recessive at the 
other. In the dark, the enzyme from Oh43 exhibits a very rapid decay 
rate; three-fold greater than that for B14. In the light, Oh43 synthe-
sizes NR very rapidly while the rate in B14 is much slower. On the 
basis of the genotypes assumed, heterosis for NR activity would be ex-
pected. Similarly, stable Fz and Fslines should be found which possess 
the activity of the Fl' These expectations were realized. 
An increasing efficiency of agricultural production requires a bet-
ter understanding of nitrogen metabolism. The need for such under-
standing assumes even greater significance in light of the current 
world-wide deficiency of protein. We use ever-increasing quantities of 
nitrogen to maintain or increase yield levels. We know that under many 
conditions nitrogen fertilization results in an increased protein percent-
age in the harvested crop. Research findings from the wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L.) program here at Nebraska indicate that varieties differ in 
their ability to extract nitrogen from the soil. Genetic differences also 
exist in the use made of this nitrogen. Some cereals retain higher per-
centages in the foliage and straw while others transfer proportionally 
larger amounts of nitrogen to the developing grain to be transformed 
into protein. In certain stocks genetic control of both quantity and qual-
ity of protein has been established. Other aspects of nitrogen metabo-
lism presumably also have a genetic basis but adequate evidence is still 
largely lacking. 
Miflin and Hageman (1963) have developed a technique for isolating 
chloroplasts from young corn leaves capable of carrying on photophos-
phorylation. In subsequent studies the same authors (1966) compared 
three assays: Hill reaction, noncyclic and cyclic photophosphorylation. 
Comparable results were obtained for each and the cyclic photophospho-
rylation was used to evaluate a group of inbred lines and their F 1 hybrids. 
Marked differences were observed in chloroplast activity. The activity 
of the hybrids tended to be intermediate between the parental values. 
The tests by Hageman and his coworkers involving the three en-
zymes and chloroplast activity indicate a general tendency for the hy-
brid to be intermediate. These results may be disappointing to those 
seeking a simple explanation for heterosis. Two points are deserving 
of emphasis. First, heterusis does not require complete dominance. 
Cumulative effects of individual loci, each exhibiting values above the 
midparent, will lead to heterosis. Second, we must remember that no 
single reaction occurs in isolation in a. living cell. Each reaction is 
modified by both substrate and metabolites. It is not too surprising, 
therefore, that single enzyme heterosis was not demonstrated. Varia-
bility was noted, however, for each of the enzyme systems used and in 
each case there was evidence that the variation was gene controlled. 
Considerable evidence has been reported for the genetic control of 
isozymes for specific enzymes. Schwartz (1960, 1964, 1965a, 1965b) 
has reported 7 alleles for the pH 8.6 esterase in maize. In each case 
the heterozygotes exhibit the parental isozymes and a new hybrid type. 
This hybrid type does not appear to be formed by an association between 
the two parental forms. The interpretation of these results is still 
quite uncertain. In vivo treatment of tissue with sodium borohydride 
also gives rise to nonparental isozyme forms, paralleling in migration 
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rate previously identified isozyme forms. Furthermore in vitro treat-
mentwithglyceraldehyde converts all isozyme forms to a common type. 
Beckman et al. (1964a) have demonstrated the presence of four 
alleles conditioning isozyme forms of leucine aminopeptidase. In a sub-
sequent paper (1964b) they reported three hybrid catalase isozymes. 
Scandalios (1965) reported tissue specific isozymes for leucine amino-
peptidase, esterase, catalase and peroxidase. 
Studies in Drosophila (Ursprung et al., 1968) exhibit a similar pat-
tern but the analysis has been carried somewhat further. Isozyme 
forms exist for the enzymes aldehyde oxidase and alcohol dehydroge-
nase. Hybrids exhibit the parental forms and a new hybrid type. A 
fact of possibly greater significance is that each of these enzymes ex-
hibits a characteristic pattern during development. Alcohol dehydroge-
nase is low in the egg, increases rapidly during the larval instar stages, 
falls to a low level during the midpupal stage and rises again during 
metamorphosis and after hatching. Aldehyde oxidase is high in the egg, 
falls to a low level during the first larval ins tar and then increases 
rather gradually until the adult stage is reached. 
The significance of such variations is not clear. The genes re-
sponsible are present at all developmental stages. The mechanisms 
affecting control are the subject of continuing study. The answers may 
throw light on the whole problem of development. 
Stuber and Levings (1969) have demonstrated eight peroxidase iso-
zymes in subapical coleoptile sections of oats (Avena sativa L.). One 
of these isozymes was repressed by the application of either IAA or 
2,4-D. The same growth regulator treatments induced a second iso-
zyme. Genetic variability was indicated for the inducible isozyme. It 
was suggested that this induction-repression system provides a mech-
anism for control of the normal growth regulator system. 
The results with isozymes are of great interest but many aspects 
remain unclear. The sometime occurrence of hybrid isozymes is par-
ticular ly intriguing, because it provides a conceptual basis for over-
dominance; the hybrid exhibiting a form not present in either parent. 
However, this attractive possibility thus far receives little support 
from the published results. This may not be too surprising, since as 
yet the studies have been concerned primarily with electrophoretic 
migration rates with little evidence on either qualitative or quantitative 
characterization of the isozymes involved. 
Sarkissian and his coworkers (1966, 1967, 1968) have demonstrated 
complementation involving mitochondrial preparations derived from 
inbred lines of maize which, in hybrid combination, produce heterotic 
hybrids. The activity of the mitochondrial mixture approaches that of 
mitochondrial preparations from the hybrid in oxygen uptake or oxida-
dative phosphorylation. The enzymes involved are closely associated 
with the mitochondrion membrane and have, therefore, not been puri-
fied or individually characterized. From the studies thus far reported, 
complementation appears to be restricted to combinations of lines capa-
ble of exhibiting heterosis. As heterosis is commonly presumed to 
have a quantitative genetic basis, studies of this sort provide some in-
sight into at least one component of the underlying mechanism but do 
not resolve any of the genetic complexities. 
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III. MINERAL NUTRITION AND GENETICS 
Some genetic information is available on certain aspects of mineral 
nutrition. Sayre (1955) has demonstrated that inbred lines of maize 
accumulate mineral elements differentially. This finding has been ex-
tended. Gorsline, and his associates at Pennsylvania (1961, 1964a, 
1964b),have demonstrated that the differential ear-leaf accumulation of 
P, K, Mg, Cu, B, Zn, Mn, AI, and Fe was highly heritable. Additive 
gene effects were of major importance, though varying amounts of non-
additivity were also indicated. Ear-leaf and grain accumulations were 
not correlated, suggesting that different control mechanisms were op-
erative. The possible relation between differential accomulation and 
efficiency of use remains to be established. 
IV. PLANT DESIGN AND BIOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY 
Over the years the question has often been raised as to whether our 
crops are properly designed for maximum efficiency. Initially such 
queries received little serious consideration. Recent studies, some of 
which have been reviewed at this Symposium, indicate consideration 
must be given to both plant design and function. 
Several studies have indicated the importance of leaf angle and 
crop canopy on grain yield and apparent photosynthetic efficiency. I 
shall cite only a few of the studies in this area which appear to have 
strong genetic implications. Pendleton et al. (1968) compared isogenic 
single crosses differing in leaf angle. The hybrid having nearly upright 
leaves gave a significant increase in yield amounting to about 40%. A 
simply inherited character, 19a, was used to provide the differential for 
leaf angle. The significant difference in yield is the more impressive 
as many simply inherited traits tend to condition pleiotropic effects, 
some of which are deleterious. Somewhat less striking effects were 
obtained with a normal hybrid through an artificial change in leaf angle. 
In this case, yield differences were less pronounced, but the plots in 
which the leaves were in an upright position tended to produce increased 
yields. Wide differences in leaf angle can be observed in any corn 
breeding nursery. If this trait has the importance indicated by the 
studies of Pendleton et al. commercial utilization should not be difficult 
or long delayed. 
Eastin and Sullivan (1969) have demonstrated a significant differ-
ence in apparent photosynthetic efficiency by compact and open-headed 
sorghum types (Sorghum vulgare). These same studies indicated the 
importance of the flag leaf as an important photosynthetic organ. 
V. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL GENETICS APPROACH 
The preceding review has dealt briefly with certain aspects of 
physiology, biochemistry, and genetics. It will have served its purpose 
it if calls attention to two facts. First, there is a growing body of evi-
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dence either establishing or suggesting that many conditions related to 
biological efficiency are under genetic control. Second, the body of 
such evidence is quite inadequate to indicate the maximum efficiency 
which maybe attainable. There can be little question but that increased 
activity in this area would be highly productive. 
Physiological genetics, as I am using the term, would be a very 
broad and somewhat utilitarian discipline. It would include any aspect 
of physiology involving form or function which has an influence on eco-
nomic worth or biological efficiency. Similarly it would include any 
aspect of genetics that was required for the efficient manipulation of 
the traits of interest. Progress, therefore, will be highly dependent 
upon the close cooperation between research workers in these two 
fields. 
Differences in inherent yielding ability (dry matter production) 
could arise from inefficiencies in anyone or more of the following 
broad areas: (i) energy transfer mechanisms; (ii) net assimilation 
rate; (iii) translocation and utilization of photosynthate; (iv) nutrient 
uptake and use; (v) plant growth substances; (vi) response under stress 
conditions; and (vii) efficiency of water use. The investigator choosing 
any of these areas for detailed study would make extensive subdivision 
based on both relative importance and feasibility of study. My knowl-
edge of physiology is too limited to permit any meaningful suggestions. 
Two factors of great importance deserve stress. First, if the re-
search is to be productive in terms of physiological genetics, it is im-
perative that a simple and rapid analytical procedure be available for 
any reaction or trait of interest. Ideally, this analytical procedure 
would have a high degree of repeatability to minimize sampling and 
environmental problems. This is a major requirement because the 
genetic analysis and possible eventual incorporation into breeding stock 
will require large numbers of determinations. Second, an extensive 
survey of the germ plasm of the species should be undertaken to identify 
the range of variability that exists. The assessment of the potential 
contribution to biological efficiency can be studied more readily when 
extreme types are involved. Each enzyme of a system may be subject 
to individual induction or repression so mean or net values may have 
little value or meaning. Natural selection would have operated on the 
system as a whole, so that a common end product provides no assurance 
that the component steps are also equal. 
I shall turn now to the more strictly genetic aspects which may be 
required. Information is required on the influence of the two alternative 
states (low activity vs. high activity, low leaf angle vs. high leaf angle, 
etc.),on plant performance; and the more favorable characteristic must 
eventually be introduced into superior breeding stocks. In some cases 
these two objectives may be achieved through one transfer operation. 
Under other circumstances two separate operations may be required 
and we shall consider the two operations separately. 
Appropriate techniques for comparing strains differing in efficiency 
of a particular enzyme or some other trait of interest will be influenced 
by the complexity of inheritance, the sources of the contrasting types, 
and the time requirements of the analytical procedures. It would ap-
pear that if the trait involves the primary gene product (an enzyme) 
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inheritance will tend to be monogenic. The greater the number of steps 
between the primary product and the expression of the character the 
greater will be the likelihood for multigenic inheritance or interactions. 
If inheritance is simple the most efficient evaluation of differences 
will be obtained through use of isogenic lines. Several sets of such 
lines, differing in origin, would be desirable to minimize the back-
ground genotype effects. This approach has two possible limitations. 
First, the term isogenic is relative rather than absolute. Even long-
time inbred lines exhibit some degree of genetic variability, presumably 
arising through mutation, so that either long-continued selfing or back-
crossing can only be expected to narrow but not completely eliminate 
extraneous genetic differences. Second, the development of such con-
trasting pairs is a time-consuming operation requiring identification 
of the contrasting types in each segregating generation. 
If the trait of interest occurs in adapted lines, a diallel analysis 
may supply the desired information. This method requires the utiliza-
tion of a series of "high" and "low" lines to permit the expression of 
phase of the trait at the F 1 level. This method suffers from the limita-
tion that the variances estimated are influenced by the lines comprising 
the diallel set. Therefore, interpretations must be made with some de-
gree of caution. 
Under conditions where one phase of the contrast of interest is 
rare, comparisons may be made in the F 2 generation. This approach 
requires that each Fa plant be assayed. A simple analysis of variance 
involving the 'between-' and 'within genotype' contrast provides the 
significance test of interest. If the F:<1 population is large, one may as-
sume, except for linkage, that extraneous genetic differences are aver-
aged within each subpopulation, thus minimizing the background genetic 
influence. 
If the trait is inherited in a quantitative manner alternative proce-
dures must be used. The development of isogenic lines becomes im-
practical or impossible. The diallel approach remains a possibility 
but one must be concerned with covariances as well as variances. This 
is true because the F 1 array will exhibit a range in expression of the 
trait under study. It would be desirable to include the parental types 
in the diallel analyses (Griffing, 1956) which would permit the estima-
tion of both reciprocal and parent-progeny relations. 
The examination of F;) populations mayalso be useful. As the array 
will represent a continuous distribution rather than two discrete classes 
a different system of analysis is required. A simple regression of Y 
on X would appear to be appropriate. 
Additional tests and details of suitable experimental designs may 
have to be developed to fit special needs or circumstances. 
Mter the establishment of the superiority of the variant type the 
problem of incorporation into useful breeding stocks remains. This 
task requires the continued cooperation of the physiologist and the ge-
neticist. The complexity of inheritance of the trait under study as well 
as breeding objectives will influence the choice of transfer methods. 
Basically the choice lies between incorporation into existing popula-
tions of known characteristics (lines, varieties, synthetics or compos-
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ites) or the development of new populations with the attendant task of 
evaluating merit for other traits of agronomic importance. The first 
alternative will normally be the most economical in terms of total effort 
required. 
In a recent review (Sprague, 1966) of Quantitative Genetics in Plant 
Breeding, I have used the term population improvement as a general 
term to include all operations within a system designed to develop an 
improved type, whether this be a random mating population or an im-
proved line. The procedures reviewed there in some detail encompass 
the several alternatives that would be most useful in the present context. 
If the trait is simply inherited, transfer to a stable line or compos-
ite is readily accomplished by backcrossing. The heterozygous indi-
viduals must be identified in each generation through either appropriate 
genetic tests or physiological evaluations. Transfer to a stable inbred 
line poses the fewest problems. Such a procedure, however, should be 
viewed as a short-term solution. Relatively few inbred lines or self-
pollinating varieties have a long expectancy of commercial usefulness. 
Furthermore genetic modifiers peculiar to the recurrent parent may 
limit the expression of the desired trait. Transfer to random-mating 
populations (natural or induced) will normally provide the most satis-
factory long-term solution. Obviously the populations chosen as recip-
ients should represent the best synthetics or composites currently 
available and preferably those which are undergoing active selection for 
further improvement. 
The two objectives,further improvement and incorporation, are not 
incompatible. The donor strain can be grown as a separate entry within 
the recipient population and hand-emasculated or detasseled depending 
upon the morphology of the crop. The crossed seed would then be used 
to produce an F:a generation. The desired individuals within this popu-
lation could again be crossed to the current generation of the recipient 
population. Thus the incorporation utilizes, in each back-cross cycle, 
the most advanced generation of the reCipient population. Mter the re-
quired number of generations of backcrossing a new subpopulation can 
be derived which is homozygous for the trait of interest but which other-
wise carries the gene frequency of the recipient population. 
If the desired attribute is conditioned by many genes, transfer of 
the entire complex by backcrossing will be very difficult. Under such 
conditions some type of recurrent selection or an alternation of back-
crossing and recurrent selection may be appropriate. The final choice 
of procedures can best be made after detailed information is at hand on 
mode of inheritance. 
In this brief review I have not attempted any long-range projections 
for new genetic techniques which may reach the stage of usability. I 
have not attempted to give detailed information on many aspects of 
genetics; present developments of theory far exceed their effective 
utilization. Rather, I have attempted to indicate that the available ge-
netic knowledge is adequate to provide the necessary support of a pro-
ductive cooperative effort involving physiology and genetics. A major 
expansion is needed in this combined area to provide: (i) a better under-
standing of crop response, and (ii) a more sound basis for further in-
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creases in agricultural efficiency. The research required will demand 
time, funds, and facilities but should achieve a high order of produc-
tivity. 
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16 ... DISCUSSION 
NEAL F. JENSEN 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New Yorlc 
Dr. Sprague is to be congratulated for his thoughtful analysis and 
clear exposition of a difficult and neglected area of vital importance to 
crop improvement. Especially valuable are the many illustrations and 
references to published work. I found provocative his fine distinction 
between biochemical genetics and physiological genetics and his pref-
erence for the latter where "biosynthetic pathways and the isolation and 
characterization of enzymes would not be an end in themselves, but 
would be extended to explore the effects of individual enzymes or of 
enzyme systems on all aspects of growth, development, and reproduc-
tive capacity." Plant breeders, particularly, would applaud the growth 
of a form of genetics that would show a clear relationship to plant im-
provement. 
One cannot read or hear Dr. Sprague I s paper without being led to 
interesting speculations such as, what happens to an efficient primary 
gene product that has the misfortune to be associated with less efficient 
gene products in a multistep process? Or, what is the relation between 
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hybrid vigor or unusual activity in the seedling stage and end product 
productivity ? 
However useless it would be for me to pose as a physiological 
geneticist I believe I may lay claim legitimately as a plant breeder to 
an appreciation for this type of research, in fact, I find that in 1968 on 
no fewer than eight occasions I used physiological ecology as the theme 
for public talks or espoused its cause in meetings concerned with crop 
improvement. The committee on biological efficiency of the USDA-
State Experiment Station Joint Task Force that last year assessed the 
research needs of the small grains for the next 10 years gave this sub-
j ect its highest priority. In addition, the completed task force document 
carries in its recommendations a statement which I quote in part: 
"The yield, quality, physical traits and other characteristics of the 
cereal varieties grown on millions of USA acres are the result of a 
continuing interaction between the genotype of the plant and its changing 
total environment; in fact, they are the result of a sequence of biochem-
ical reactions monitored by enzymes, themselves under the control of 
genes. This whole area of the physiological ec.ology of the cereals is 
not well understood; high yielding varieties have been bred without fully 
understanding why they are superior in performance. For crop scien-
tists to progress in the future it is essential that favorable plant meta-
bolic processes be recognized and used in variety development and crop 
production. 
"Biological efficiency involves a host of important subject areas 
but the Task Force wishes to stress the need for research on the basic 
biological processes, morphological traits, response characteristics 
and genotype-environment interactions iI\ the cereals so that these 
traits will become as well known as an useable in plant improvement 
as are,for example,genesfor height, disease resistance or stiff straw." 
I want now to give you 2 postulates that in my view emphasize the 
necessity to expand research in the areas Dr. Sprague has designated 
as physiological genetics. These are: 
1) The rate of progress in plant improvement will decrease with 
time. 
2) Our breeders are exhausting resource materials suitable to 
present systems and must soon receive supplementary research infor-
mation of a nature suitable to more complex and sophisticated pro-
cedures. 
Taking these in order, the first postulate that the rate of progress 
in plant improvement will decrease with time is another way of saying, 
"Yes, Virginia, there is a ceiling." Plant improvement in its manifold 
forms is, after all, finite. Yield is finite. One can, if he wishes, spec-
ulate as to what the ultimate yield limit of a given crop might be under 
the most favorably endowed environment. While we do not need to con-
cern ourselves here with such figures, nor the question of time scale, 
it is important to recognize during this present period of significant 
productivity advances that each move to higher yield levels uses up 
some of the finite potential. The question I raise here is a curious one: 
can we increase the rate at which we use up this remaining finite re-
source? We note the quantum jumps being made in wheat and rice 
yields, for example. While giving proper due to the breeder let us also 
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be aware of the element of fortune inherent in such successful samp-
lings of our world germplasm resources. In the case of wheat these 
successes indicate a sizeable as-yet-unexploited variability pool; cer-
tain other crops do not show this favorable aspect. A proper topic for 
discussion by geneticists and plant breeders would be a consideration 
of possibly better ways to sample and use the variability present in 
worldgermplasm collections than our present haphazard and subjective 
ones. 
The second postulate that our breeding methods are exhausting re-
source materials to the point that supplemental assistance is needed, is 
based upon knowledge of a characteristic inseparable from the method-
ology of almost all breeding programs, that of empiricism. As Hage-
man, Leng, and Dugley pointed out in the paper referred to by Dr. 
Sprague, "Yield testing in the field is the major selection tool." I mean 
by the empirical method that plant breeders long ago found that by using 
standard plot techniques superior genotypes as we define them would be 
sorted out by the process and identified in the data sheets, almost auto-
matically. Indeed, as we all know, empirical methods have given suc-
cessful results but now we recognize a deficiency in the method: it adds 
little to our store of knowledge or understanding as to how the results 
were obtained and, particularly, why a superior genotype yields and 
performs as it does. Not knowing why we are unable to identify and use 
the responsible traits as genetic building blocks in further breeding. 
This weakness of the empirical method will become more apparent as 
performance levels are raised. To illustrate from my own work two 
decades ago it was possible to release a superior wheat variety in New 
York and then look within the project with confidence for the appearance 
of its successor; today, with the release of Yorkstar, and projected 
cumulative yields at levels 60% higher, I am not so sure that empiri-
cism can play the same role. We are seeking for direction for future 
breeding programs retaining, if possible, the empirical framework. 
Two avenues, particularly, appear to me to offer promise of help. 
These are: 
1) A modification of breeding methods to increase predictability 
and odds of successfully reaching objectives, and 
2) An increase in our knowledge of the form and function compo-
nents of productivity. The latter has been the subject of Dr. Sprague's 
talk. 
In conclusion, I have pointed out two characteristics of varietal 
development for crop improvement, namely, (i) prospects for an even-
tual decline in the rate of growth of crop productivity, with the sugges-
tion that we reverse conservation concepts and work to exploit this 
finite resource as rapidly as possible, and (ii) a flaw in the empirical 
breeding method. Dr. Sprague offers hope that we can supplement our 
present procedures by adding to the available tools and building blocks 
of the plant breeder. He is asking that physiologists establish with 
geneticists and plant breeders the same kind of close working coopera-
tion that has already been in existence for decades with plant patholo-
gists, entomologists, and agronomists. Specifically, he is asking that 
information be obtained on the influence of alternative states of form or 
function on plant performance. 
